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Abstract
Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) has been extensively researched over the last decade.
The objective of NILM is to identify the power consumption of individual appliances and to
detect when particular devices are on or off from measuring the power consumption of an en-
tire house. This information allows households to receive customized advice on how to better
manage their electrical consumption. In this paper, we present an alternative NILM method
that breaks down the aggregated power signal into categories of appliances. The ultimate
goal is to use this approach for demand-side management to estimate potential flexibility
within the electricity consumption of households. Our method is implemented as an
algorithm combining NILM and load profile simulation. This algorithm, based on a Markov
model, allocates an activity chain to each inhabitant of the household, deduces from the whole-
house power measurement and statistical data the appliance usage, generate the power profile
accordingly and finally returns the share of energy consumed by each appliance category over
time. To analyze its performance, the algorithm was benchmarked against several state-of-
the-art NILM algorithms and tested on three public datasets. The proposed algorithm is
unsupervised; hence it does not require any labeled data, which are expensive to acquire. Al-
though better performance is shown for the supervised algorithms, our proposed unsupervised
algorithm achieves a similar range of uncertainty while saving on the cost of acquiring labeled
data. Additionally, our method requires lower computational power compared to most of the
tested NILM algorithms. It was designed for low-sampling-rate power measurement (every 15
min), which corresponds to the frequency range of most common smart meters.
Keywords— Unsupervised energy disaggregation, Residential energy use, Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring,
Markov Model
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Acronyms
CO Combinatorial optimization
DDSC Discriminative disaggregation via sparse coding
DUE Device usage estimation
FHMM Factorial hidden Markov model
GSP Graph signal processing
HMM Hidden Markov model
ICT Information and communication technologies
NILM Non-intrusive load monitoring
NILMTK Non-intrusive Load Monitoring Toolkit
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1 Introduction
The modern energy system differs significantly from conventional energy systems of the past, facing new
challenges such as increased self-consumption, aging grids and balancing load and generation in the context
of high penetration of renewable energy sources [1]. Demand-side management—one of the possible solu-
tions to these challenges—deals efficiently with bidirectional energy flows. It is important for utilities to
keep track of users’ potential for flexibility, in order to understand their ability to provide ancillary services
to the grid. This can be done using non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM), which can be an instrument
to gain insights into users’ electrical consumption. An early definition of NILM was given by Hart [2]: “A
non-intrusive appliance load monitor determines the energy consumption of individual appliances turning
on and off in an electric load, based on detailed analysis of the current and voltage of the total load, as
measured at the interface to the power source.” The underlying concept of Hart’s methodology to disag-
gregate electrical consumption was to analyze the total electric load by measuring current and voltage
waveforms. The challenge of NILM is to retrieve the power signals of individual appliances from the total
aggregated power signal measured at a single entry point. Mathematically, the problem can be formulated
as
P t =
∑
m
P tm + t
Problem: find an estimate Pˆ tm of P tm
(1)
where P t is the aggregated power signal of a house over time t, P tm corresponds to the power signal of the
mth appliance and t is the measurement noise.
Since the introduction of Hart’s methodology, the research community has proposed different ap-
proaches to disaggregation. As their number continues to increase, the need to classify the approaches
emerged. In order to efficiently match the proposed solutions with specific problems according to their
characteristics, researchers have classified the algorithms into several categories: high and low frequency,
supervised and unsupervised, residential and industrial, and others.
One categorization technique is based on the frequency of the aggregated power measurements. As
proposed in [3], low-frequency measurements correspond to sampling rates of 1 Hz and lower, while high-
frequency measurements require data of typically a few kHz to a half a MHz. The principle is to measure
voltage and current at sufficiently high sampling rates and identify the signatures of individual appliances’
loads as in [4]. These methods are usually based on transient analysis of a power signal, i.e. on extracting
the shape and length of a transient waveform. Although high-frequency approaches are highly promising,
it is currently not cost-effective to demand such sensing capabilities and data transmission requirements
from smart meters [5].
In contrast, methods requiring a significantly lower sampling frequency are typically based on steady-
state features such as measuring the instantaneous power signal at a low sampling rate, as described by
Zoha et al. [6]. Nowadays, most smart meters transmit signals in intervals of 5, 10 or 15 minutes or longer.
In an extreme case of divining appliances’ consumption with little information, Birt et al. [7] attempt
to disaggregate the power signal received from smart meters at a one-hour sampling rate. They create
a regression model on the external and internal temperatures to separate the consumption of heating
and cooling systems from the rest of the load. Zhao et al. [8] tackle disaggregation problem on both
15-min and 1-hour electrical measurements by the means of supervised K Nearest Neighbours algorithm.
Researchers extract features from time of use profiles of particular appliances and propose a method to
select the most useful features per device. Validation on three publicly available datasets has shown the
ability of such algorithm to disaggregate up to 62% of the daily energy consumption. In [9], the proposed
methodology uses even less information, since only monthly bills are used to disaggregate the end-use
energy consumption into categories (e.g. fridge, lights, washing machine, etc.). Batra et al. do this by
relating, using carefully selected features, a household equipped with a single smart meter system to a
set of K neighboring households equipped with sub-meters at the appliance level. The consumption of a
particular appliance in a test household is predicted by averaging the consumption of the corresponding K
sub-metered appliances. In the following, we slightly redefine the notion of [6] of low and high-frequency
measurements. Thus, the prior refers to sampling rates when the time between two consecutive samples
is greater than 5 minutes, while the latter - when it is lower. Another way to categorize disaggregation
algorithms is to split them into supervised and unsupervised as suggested in [10]. In a supervised method,
the disaggregation of an unknown power signal is preceded by a training phase, where the algorithm
”learns” to recognize individual appliances’ power signals from the aggregated signal based on available
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labeled data. An unsupervised method does not require such preliminary treatment as it deals with
unlabeled data and can directly perform the disaggregation. In both cases, the approaches were adopted
from the field of machine learning.
One of the ’classic’ supervised techniques of this field is to build an artificial neural network to train an
algorithm to create an estimate [11]. Neural networks have been used successfully in [12, 13, 14]. An event-
based method is another approach to disaggregate real-power measurements, but requires a fairly high level
of granularity (typically with a sampling frequency in the range of seconds). A method based on a decision
tree was proposed by Liao et al. [15] and was used in [16] to disaggregate 8s real-power measurements.
Similar to computer vision and image processing techniques [17], dictionary learning through sparse coding
was proposed by [18] and was tested on a low-sampling-frequency dataset (one-hour time interval). An
upgraded version using powerlets as words for dictionary learning was developed in [19]. A more recent
approach [20] extends the discriminative sparse coding method by decomposing a problem into multiple
sub-problems. A similar technique using extended formulation is the Sum-to-k constrained non-negative
matrix factorization (S2K-NMF), tested by [21]. This method claims the advantage of enabling whole-
building disaggregation at a low sampling frequency.
Unsupervised methods, instead, are not concerned with extracting functional dependencies between the
data and target variables. Therefore, the preceding training stage of learning from labeled data is absent
and algorithms are directly applied to the dataset of interest. A review of unsupervised methods for load
disaggregation can be found in [22]. One common unsupervised method is the factorial hidden Markov
model (FHMM) discussed in [23] and [24]. This method can also be applied in a supervised way as in
[25, 26]. The most important drawback of most unsupervised methods is their requirement of a relatively
high sampling frequency (typically greater than 1/60 Hz). This makes it difficult and costly to collect the
necessary data for algorithms’ inputs, thus creating obstacles towards implementing such solutions in the
real world.
All the aforementioned methods basically perform analysis and transformation of the power signal.
An alternative or complementary approach is to investigate the underlying graph structure of the power
signal [27]. This is typically described as graph signal processing (GSP). Successful implementation of
such algorithms for disaggregation was performed in [27, 28, 29, 30]. In [31], a GSP approach was used
to perform unsupervised disaggregation.
The drawback of supervised methods is the need for labeled data, which are often not public, or not
generalizable. Therefore unsupervised methods are more appropriate for general study. The unsupervised
methods presented in this paper require either high sampling frequency measurements (smaller or equal to
5 minutes) or do not allow to disaggregate several categories of appliances but rather one versus the rest
such as in [7]. Therefore there is a need for an unsupervised disaggregation algorithm designed for a low
sampling rate.
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised methodology to estimate a household’s energy consumption
for selected categories based on its characteristics and active power measurements at a low sampling rate
(15 min). The method relies only on general information about households and measurements of their
energy consumption. Although our proposed methodology does not yet consider space heating or cooling
(as the latter is not common in central Europe), it tries to reach a finer level of detail by splitting the
remaining load into categories. The categories are formed by grouping appliances together according to
their most common activity. Similar to the work of Stankovic et al. [16], the method allows us to estimate
the energy consumed per category of appliances. However, the key difference is that Stankovic used a mix
of a supervised NILM method and some individual appliance measurements to investigate the relationship
between energy usage and a household’s activity, while our methodology is unsupervised.
The novelty of our methodology consists of proposing a hybrid approach, which lies between load
simulation and load disaggregation. Additionally, we use general household data that was not previously
taken into consideration for NILM purposes. Table 1 summarizes the input features of selected reference
algorithms and highlights the original input features required by our algorithm - inhabitants’ age groups
and employment status, house heating system and appliance usage frequency. This data is easy to acquire
as it is commonly used in various occasions either for social science experiments or for customer-service
purposes. Hence, this method is less privacy intrusive as its required data granularity is much lower than
most common NILM algorithms and the household metadata is generic enough to preserve anonymity. We
also generate activity chains for each member of the household, which to our knowledge, was not previously
used in any other methods. Therefore, our methodology presents an unsupervised person-centric load
disaggregation algorithm. This method cannot be confused with a generalized model of household energy
consumption as it relies on both the individual metadata of the households (namely its characteristics)
and on the actual measurements of their power consumption. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
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alternative, statistical based NILM method suitable for very low sampling rates. All the other unsupervised
algorithms require sampling rates equal to 1 min or below, except the method demonstrated in [7], where
only the heating demand is disaggregated from the rest of the house consumption.
We use three datasets collected in central Europe to test our proposed algorithm and benchmark it
against several state-of-the-art NILM algorithms. Additionally, we propose specific performance metrics to
compare the algorithms. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the proposed methodology
and the approach to benchmark this algorithm against several NILM methods using a selection of public
datasets. Section 3 introduces the results showing how the proposed method performs with respect to the
benchmark methods. Finally, section 4 draws some conclusions and presents possible future work.
Table 1: Summary of the input features for the selected references
Ref. S/Ua ∆t Input features1
[4] Sb 1s P , Q, harmonics, instantaneous admittance waveform, current
waveform, instantaneous power waveform, eigenvalues, switching
transient waveform
[8] S 1h P , Q, appliance list
[9] S 1monthc P , house area, #rooms, #occupants, temperature
[12] S 1min P , RMS current, RMS voltage, Peak current, peak voltage, sam-
pling rate, power factor, state
[13] S 6s P , appliance power time series of pre-defined window length for
model training
[14] S 1s P , Q
[15] S 1s-1min P
[18] S 1h P
[19] S 1s P
[20] S 10min P
[21] S 30s P
[23] S 3s P , Q, appliance list
[26] S 1min P , Q, individual appliance power signal for model training
[30] S 3s P
[7] U 1h P , temperature, multiple-linear fit2
[24] U 3s P , appliance list2, states distribution model2, power distribution
model2
[31] U 1min P , database of appliance signatures2
Proposed
algorithm
U 15min P , house heating system type (electrical or not), appliance list
and usage frequency, inhabitants number and age, nominal power
per appliances2, activity probability2
a S: supervised, U: unsupervised
b the proposed method could be applied also in unsupervised manner
c disaggregation done at a one-month resolution and training at 15min
1 for supervised algorithms, input features are used for both training of the model and disaggregation. All of them
require the appliance power time series.
2 input parameters of the unsupervised models
2 Methodology
In this section, we introduce our hybrid approach which we called the device usage estimation (DUE)
algorithm. This approach requires three main inputs: a generic time-of-use survey [32] from which activities
probability are extracted, the household load profile and the household’s characteristics which are described
in table 1. These can be obtained with a survey. Our method consists of using a Markov model to generate
activity chains for each person over the age of 10 in the household. Children below the age of 10 are
considered to have negligible energy needs, hence they are neglected. Each person’s energy consumption
is then simulated based on the measured aggregated load curve. In other words, knowing a household’s
characteristics and the probability of given activities with time, this algorithm aims at recognizing which
appliances are on at which times of the day as shown in figure 1. This problem is pretty close to a
disaggregation problem as widely discussed in the literature. As the aggregated load curve comes from
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smart meters with a sampling rate lower than what is common in the NILM literature, our approach
does not focus on inferring the exact power signal of each appliance at each point in time, but rather on
estimating the power signal of categories of appliances, which have been grouped by likely of use. Eight
categories of appliances are defined: Cooking, Entertainment, Fridge, Heating, Housekeeping, Information
and communication technology (ICT), Light and Standby. Some additional categories could be added,
but the choice of these eight categories comes with the idea of decreasing the number of sub-signals that
have to be extracted and improving accuracy. The current implementation of the methodology does not
allow a user to define his categories, but it might be possible in future updates. The complete list of the
considered appliances and their category attribution is presented in table 3.
load
profile
activity
probability
Cooking
Heating
Housekeeping
Entertainment
Standby
Device Usage Estimation
6h3h 9h 12h 15h 18h 21h 24h
household
characteristics
Figure 1: Graphical representation of the process flow with inputs and output.
2.1 Algorithm
The following sections will present the main steps of the methodology, starting with a refresher on Markov
models. A Markov chain describes a stochastic process in which a system may have multiple states x ∈ S.
The probability of switching from state Si to Sj is described as ai,j = p(xt = Si|xt−1 = Sj). The resulting
matrix ai,j is called the transition matrix. The initial condition for the first element of the chain is described
by the initial probability distribution pii = p(x0 = Si). A hidden Markov model (HMM) states that the
system is observed through a set of external variables y that can have multiple states Ok (the external
variable can also be continuous) linked to the system states by the relation bk,i = p(yt = Ok|xt = Si).
This matrix is called the emission matrix [33].
In the proposed methodology, an activity chain is modeled as a Markov process. The transition matrix
and initial probability distribution also depend on two main external features. One is related to the type
of day D ∈ [weekday, Saturday, or Sunday]; the other is related to the household’s characteristics, namely,
the employment state E ∈ [full-time, part-time, student, retired, unemployed] and the age group G ∈
[teenager, adult active, senior active, senior inactive] of the inhabitants. Hence the transition matrix and
initial probability distribution are functions of D, E and G.
The 2005 Netherlands time-of-use survey [32] was chosen as a representative data source to extract
the activity probability. Although it is questionable if the behavior of Dutch citizens is representative of
the behavior of all central Europeans, it seems like a reasonable assumption, and this limitation could be
overcome by the use of similar surveys of other countries such as the 2014-2015 UK time-of-use survey
[34].
A time-of-use survey provides a diary of activities, in which individuals record what activity was done
at each time of the day. In the Dutch time-of-use survey, the reported activities were divided into a set of 14
activity states S, summarized in table 2. From the diaries, it is possible to extract an activity event table
in which each event i is described by an activity si ∈ S, that is performed by an individual who belongs
to an employment group ei ∈ E and age group gi ∈ G, a start time t0i ∈ T , an end time t1i ∈ T and a type
of day di ∈ D. T is the time discretization of a day (here the day is discretized at a 5-min resolution). For
each employment group e∗ ∈ E, age group g∗ ∈ G and type of day d∗ ∈ D, the computation of the initial
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state (activity) probability distribution is described by equation 2:
pie∗,g∗,s∗ =
∑
i
(δe∗,g∗,t0,i · δs∗,i)∑
i
(δe∗,g∗,t0,i)
∀s∗ ∈ S
where
δe∗,g∗,t0,i =
{
1, if ei = e∗ ∩ gi = g∗ ∩ t0i = 00:00
0, otherwise
δs∗,iT =
{
1, if si = s∗
0, otherwise
(2)
To compute the coefficient of the transition matrix, a transition event table is derived from the activity
event. Each transition j is defined by two activities s0j , s1j ∈ S, at time tj ∈ T defined such that for a
transition from the activity event k to the activity event l, tj = tendk = tstartl . As for the activity event
table, the employment and age group ej and gj is reported. Similar to the initial probability distribution
calculation, for each group e∗ ∈ E, g∗ ∈ G and for each type of day d∗ ∈ D, the coefficient of the transition
matrix is computed as described by equation 3:
ae∗,g∗,s1∗,s2∗,t∗ =
∑
j
(δe∗,g∗,t∗,j · δs1∗,s2∗,j)∑
j
(δe∗,g∗,t∗,j · δs1∗,j)
∀s1∗, s2∗ ∈ S ∀t∗ ∈ T\[00:00]
where
δe∗,g∗,t∗,j =
{
1, if ej = e∗ ∩ gj = g∗ ∩ tj = t∗
0, otherwise
δs1∗,s2∗,j =
{
1, if s1j = s1∗ ∩ s2j = s2∗
0, otherwise
δs1∗,j =
{
1, if s1j = s1∗
0, otherwise
(3)
In order to generate an activity chain (the exact procedure is described in appendix B), a duration
probability distribution is derived from the activity event table by extracting the mean and standard
deviation from the activity duration tendi − tstarti for each activity s, each group e ∈ E, g ∈ G and each
type of day d ∈ D.
This step does not consist of a learning phase, as it does not use any electrical information and is
completely generic within the scope of the mentioned assumptions. The following will describe how the
input parameters pi and a are used to break-down the power measurement of a house into 8 categories.
Each category consists of a group of appliance as presented in table 3.
2.1.1 Overview
As presented previously, the basic idea is to find an estimate Pˆ tm of P tm from the total power signal P t as
stated in equation 1. The approach chosen here is to link the observed power signal P t with the activity
chain of each household inhabitant. The main workflow is presented in figure 2 and can be described as
the following. For a given household, knowing its characteristics, and a given measured power signal L(t),
the algorithm takes each day separately and performs a sequence of actions:
• Filter out the standby consumption by identifying the minimum power over the considered day.
Pˆ tstandby = mint(P t)∀t ∈ T where T is the time domain of the considered day. This definition of
the standby results in attributing constant part of the fridge consumption to standby. Thus, the
successive filtering of the fridge’s consumption pattern deals only with the variable part of the fridge
consumption.
• Filter out the fridge. For the first day, the typical periodic signal (considered over all nights of the
load curve) is extracted. This is assumed to be the fridge’s consumption pattern. Then for each
subsequent day, the fridge signal is synchronized with the measured power signal before filtering out.
The seasonal variations of the fridge consumption are taken into account by capturing daily the new
signal pattern.
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• Detect the peaks using the method from [35].
• If any peak indicates that someone is at home for this day, infer the power signal (including lights)
generated by each person. This procedure is described in the next paragraph.
More details on how the standby and fridge are filtered out are provided in appendix A.
The methodology to infer the power signal that could be generated by each person in the household
can be summarized as follows. An activity chain is generated for each person in the household, then
a corresponding power signal is estimated. The procedure is repeated until the difference between the
measured and simulated load curves is smaller than a given tolerance. The workflow of this process is
depicted in figure 3.
Someone at home ?
Start
Create household  
object 
Day = 1 
Pre-Treatment
Infer teenager's 
power signal
Infer adult's 
power signal
Day = Day + 1 
Day > Day end
End
Household 
load curve 
Household 
characteristics 
No 
Yes
Start
Filter out 
standby
Filter out 
fridge
Detect peak 
End
Pre-Treatment
Figure 2: General workflow of the proposed methodology. The pre-treatment proce-
dure is described in appendix A.
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Yes
Start
Start
= 1, i = 1...ti Nadult
i = 1
Error = +∞
Person  
Load curve 
, i = 1...Pi Nteenager
L
Person  
Load curve 
, i = 1...Pi Nadult
L
End
End
Generate a random
activity sequence
Recognize load
profile
Recognize load
profile
Optimize activity
chain
i = i + 1
i = 1
i > Nteenager
Error > Errortol
  = + activity durationtnewi ti
i = i + 1
Error =
| ∫ (t)dt−∫ L(t)dt|Lsim
∫ L(t)dt
= , i = 1...ti t
new0
i Nadult
 ∀ > endDayti
i > Nadult
Yes
Figure 3: Methodology to infer the individual power signal of a teenager (left) and
adult (right).
The inhabitants of the household are treated separately in this step. Teenagers (10 to 18 years old)
are considered to have unpredictable activity chains and are treated separately as depicted in figure 3.
Adults, the main energy consumers of the households, are considered together in the optimization step.
If any power peaks are detected in the considered daily load curve, all inhabitants are assumed to be at
home. No partial occupancy is considered here, although this could be a path for further improvements.
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The following section will give some details about the most important subprocesses in figure 3. In
particular the ”optimize activity chain” step and the ”recognize load profile” step will be detailed. The
”pre-treatment” procedure and ”recognize load profile” step are described in appendix A and C respectively.
2.1.2 The ”Optimize activity chain” step
This step aims at identifying a possible activity for a given household inhabitant considering the available
energy budget for the respective time frame and the characteristics of this person. This process is divided
into three steps:
1. First, a list of possible activities and their corresponding probability of occurrence are defined. In
other words, this step selects transition matrix a (or initial probability distribution pi, if it corresponds
to the first element in the chain) according to the type of day d, the employment state of the person
e and the person’s age group g. The whole list of possible activities is summarized in table 2.
2. Secondly, an activity is selected based on the probability of this activity occurring (i.e. the transition
matrix or the initial probability distribution), as well as the duration of this activity based on the
duration probability distribution corresponding to this activity.
3. Finally, the compatibility between the chosen activity and the measured load curve is evaluated.
If the measured load power is low (relative to the mean power level of the inventory of household
appliances), the selected activity cannot be an activity that requires high-power appliances and vice
versa. This step applies only to adults. For teenagers, it is assumed that the activity chain is random.
The algorithm that randomly selects activities and durations from a probability distribution is presented
in appendix B. Our method relates the energy usage to the activities within it by assuming the appliance
usage probability per activity and the power demand per device. The activity chain could be used as an
additional output of the algorithm but this is not the main scope here and would require a particular
caution for the analysis. This is an opposite approach from the one used by Stankovic et al. [16], who
employed a supervised NILM method and individual appliance monitoring to actually correlate the activity
chain from the disaggregated energy consumption.
2.1.3 The "Recognize load profile" step
At this stage, an assumption on the activity of a single inhabitant and the duration of that activity has been
formulated. Based on this hypothesis, this step aims to infer the possible power signal of each appliance
category sequentially. As shown in figure 4, the sequence of appliance category recognition is organized
so that the most-energy-consuming activities are treated first. The Light category is an exception, as it
is treated after the Heating category. The reason for this is that lighting has a weak correlation with the
type of activity but a strong correlation with the occupancy.
The standard procedure for each of these substeps is the following:
• Identify the time period in which the activities that correspond to the category were detected.
• For each appliance that belongs to this activity and exists in the household inventory, check if the
energy budget and time budget are sufficient to run the appliance. Note that at every iteration
of this step, the order of devices is set randomly so that it does not always start with the same
appliance. The list of appliances that belong to each activity is presented in table 2.
• If the energy budget and time budget are sufficient, set the device as used and simulate the cor-
responding power signal. If the house has several appliances of the same type, a power signal is
generated for each appliance. Based on the NILM wiki1 and field experience, the nominal power,
probability and duration usage for each appliance have been reported in table 3. These reference
values should be updated with the appliances’ market evolution and introduction of more efficient
devices.
1http://wiki.nilm.eu/appliance.html
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Table 2: List of possible activity states and related possible appliances used.
Activity Appliances
Cleaning vacuum, TV, stereo, lights
Using a computer TV, stereo, PC, laptop, printer, lights
Cooking stove, oven, microwave, kettle, TV, stereo, lights
Washing dishes dishwasher, TV, stereo, light
Eating coffee maker, microwave, kettle, TV, stereo, lights
Do the homework TV, stereo, PC, printer, laptop, lights
Playing a game TV, stereo, gaming console, lights
Laundry washing machine, tumble dryer, TV, stereo, lights
Music stereo, PC, tablet, laptop, lights
Outdoor ∅
Sleeping ∅
Watching TV TV, DVD player, PC, tablet, laptop, lights
Showering hairdryer, TV, stereo, lights
Working ∅
11
Table 3: Appliance per category and nominal power, parameter of usage and duration.
Category Appliance PNominal (W) β1 β2 β3 τ (min) Note
Cooking
coffee maker 800 0.8 0.7 0.5 3 1
microwave 1250 0.3 0.5 0.4 5 1
kettle 1800 0.3 0.5 0.8 2 1
oven 2400 0.1 0.3 0.4 50 1
stove 500 0.5 1.0 1.0 30 1
Entertainment
TV 124 0.9 0.1 0.5 20 2
TV box 20 1.0 2
DVD player 80 0.1 0.0 0.0 0 2
PC 110 0.5 0.1 0.2 30 3 4
laptop 55 0.5 0.2 0.4 20 3 4
tablet 7 0.4 3
stereo 100 0.9 0.2 0.5 20 2
gaming console 180 0.3 0.0 0.1 80 2
Fridge
fridge (with a freezer) 94 0.3 0.3 25 5
fridge (without a freezer) 66 0.3 0.3 25 5
freezer alone 62 0.5 0.5 63 5
Heating
hairdryer 600 0.2
boiler 2000 8
heat-pump 1000 8
Housekeeping
washing machine 406 0.5 0.4 60 6
tumble dryer 2500 0.5 0.0 60 9
dishwasher 1131 0.4 0.0 34 6
vacuum 2000 0.5 0.2 10 6
ICT printer 23 0.1 0.1 5 4
Light lighting 137 0.25 7
Standby modem (and similar) 8 8.0 10
1 : β1,2,3 probability of usage for respectively breakfast, lunch, dinner. These values can be set to 0 according to
the households habits (namely number of lunch and dinner at home), if provided as presented in table 8 from
appendix D.
2 : β1 probability of usage when the activity is Watching TV, β2 probability of usage for other activities, β3
probability of use if one is already used (for an additional person).
3 : β3 probability of usage when it is used as a replacement for TV. This is used if no TV is reported in the
appliance ownership table as presented in table 9 from appendix D.
4 : β1 probability of usage when the activity is Using computer, β2 probability of usage when the activity is
Working or Do the homework
5 : β1 duty cycle during the day, β2 duty cycle at night, τ is the duration of the active cooling phase
6 : β1 probability of usage once during the day, β2 probability of usage additional times. This probability can be
set to 0 according to the households habits (namely usage of the washing machine per week) as provided in table
8 from Appendix D.
7 : β1 PNominal is used for the first person in the house, PNominal ∗ β1 is used for each additional person.
8 : Presently our algorithms only accounts for hairdryers.
9 : β1 probability of usage right after washing machine. This probability can be set to 0 according to the household
habits if provided as reported in table 8 from Appendix D.
10 : The modem (or internet router) is in the Standby category for the obvious reason that it is always on. Its
power consumption is assumed to be independent of occupancy and the inhabitants’ activities.
Two categories do not follow the standard procedure described above, Light and Housekeeping. Re-
garding Light, a base power signal is generated from the data of table 3. For each additional person, a
new signal is generated and scaled down by a factor of 0.25 so that it does not predict excessive light con-
sumption. We added the 0.25 factor after noticing that our method over-estimated the light consumption
if we assumed the light needs are unshared by the inhabitants. The Housekeeping’s process also differs
from the standard procedure. For each appliance in this category (taken in a random order as above),
the probability of usage of any particular appliance is set to 0, if such appliance has already been used a
number of times during the week, according to the households habits (if provided). The households habits
data are described in appendix D.
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For any appliances, the code will search for a period in which the measured power is above the nominal
power of the appliance during a sufficient time period (according to the mean appliance usage duration)
and generate the corresponding power signal during this time frame. At each of these steps, the simulated
load curve is subtracted from the measured load curve in order to update the power and energy budget.
More details about each individual subprocess are provided in appendix C.
Start
End
L=household load curve 
x=activity state chain
Recognize heating
Add lighting
Recognize cooking
Recognize
housekeeping
Add entertainment
Add ICT
Figure 4: Workflow to infer each category of appliance in the aggregated power signal.
Our method differs from the methodologies described in the literature in two ways:
1. No training is required since the model parameters are extracted from the time-of-use survey [32].
Appliance power characteristics and usages are extracted from various data sources.
2. It is a hybrid between a load profile simulator and a disaggregation algorithm. The error on energy
in the main loop is minimized before going to the next time-step, ensuring that the selected solution
is as close as possible to the original load profile.
2.2 Testing
In order to assess the validity and performance of our DUE algorithm with respect to other methods of
the field, this section will present different NILM algorithms and performance metrics. In order to obtain
a confidence interval on the selected metrics, the tests were performed successively on different datasets.
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2.2.1 Selection of algorithms
The following set of algorithms was chosen to benchmark the performance of the DUE algorithm:
• Combinatorial optimization (CO) [2]
• Factorial hidden Markov model (FHMM) [24]
• Graph signal processing (GSP) [27, 28]
• Discriminative disaggregation via sparse coding (DDSC) [18]
Combinatorial optimization is a well-studied benchmark algorithm presented by Hart [2]. Assum-
ing a linear model for each appliance i = 1...M , a Boolean switch process a(t) = ai(t), i = 1...M identifies
which of the appliances are "on" and "off" at time t. Therefore, the aggregated power load at time t is the
sum of all the individual power loads of the appliances that are "on" at that time. Naturally, a combinato-
rial optimization problem emerges in order to minimize the difference between the predicted and observed
power: aˆ(t) = minai |P t −
∑n
i=1 aiPi| , where aˆ(t) = aˆi(t) is a matrix representing the estimated "on" or
"off" state of an appliance in time and Pi represents the nominal power of appliance i.
The learning phase will construct a power basis Pi from the disaggregated signal. The disaggregation phase
will solve the problem for all ai(t) at every time-step. This approach is computationally intractable, as the
complexity of the algorithm grows exponentially with the number of appliances. Thus one cannot solve
the problem exactly. Additional difficulties of this method include detecting simultaneous appliance state
changes and a lack of full information about the individual power loads. Therefore, a switch continuity
principle was adopted that supposes that only a small number of appliances can change state at the same
time.
For this study, the CO algorithm was implemented through the Non-Intrusive-Load-Monitoring-Toolkit
(NILMTK) 2 [25].
The factorial hidden Markov model is another benchmark algorithm provided in the NILMTK
[25]. Considering that the only observable value is the aggregated power measurement P t, each appliance’s
individual power load is modeled separately as a hidden Markov model (HMM) with hidden states xi(t)
representing the status of the appliance. The use of a factorial hidden Markov model (FHMM) over
HMM reduces parametric complexity when modeling time series generated by the interaction of several
independent processes — in our case, several appliances [24, 36]. In order to build the model, four main
components need to be defined:
• Finite set of hidden states
• Transition matrix a, which represents the probability of changing a state
• Emission matrix b, which indicates the probability of emitting an observation
• Initial distribution of probabilities among the states pi
The learning phase consists of building both matrix a and b and the disaggregation phase aims at
finding hidden states such that the probability of observing the signal P t is maximized. In other words:
xˆti = maxx p(P t|xti) The DUE algorithm is not a derivation of the FHMM since it relies on a try-and-fail
method rather than on an optimization problem.
Graph signal processing is a novel supervised concept for load disaggregation, which is neither state-
nor event-based. The success of the methodology for applications such as filtering, clustering, classification,
convolution and modulation [27, 29] inspired researchers to develop a solution to the NILM problem using
GSP [28, 37, 31, 27, 29, 30]. The approach relies on the regularization of graph signals, assuming that
if the signal is piecewise-smooth, then the total graph variation is generally small. [28, 37] The proposed
GSP methodology has several advantages over conventionally used algorithms: short training periods [28],
reliable performance in the presence of noise, unknown or uncommon appliances [31], the ability to handle
different sampling rates, including every 15 minutes [27, 29] and the use of active power alone [30].
The basis of the algorithm lies in constructing an undirected graph G using aggregated power mea-
surements, where each vertex V corresponds to a load sample. The weights W of the edges connecting the
2http://github.com/nilmtk/nilmtk
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vertices reflect the degree of similarity between nodes [37]. The overall sequence of the algorithm’s main
steps can be summarized as follows in accordance with the formulation proposed in [27, 29]:
• Learn the weights W from aggregated power data using a Gaussian kernel weighting function
• Construct the graph G using W and compute the respective graph Laplacian L
• Define graph signals s, where s equals the appliances’ ground truth (GT) during the training period
and equals zeros during the testing period
• State an optimization problem of minimizing the smoothness term ||sTLs||22
• Evaluate signal s∗ as a solution to the optimization problem
• Subtract the disaggregated signal s∗ from the aggregated power measurements
The procedure described above has to be repeated sequentially for each appliance, starting from the
highest-consuming one. The GSP approach for this study was implemented in Matlab using the Graph
Signal Processing Toolbox [38].
Discriminative disaggregation via sparse coding Considering that the NILM problem can
naturally be formulated as a single-channel source separation problem, it is reasonable to apply methods
that are widely used in the field, such as sparse coding. The idea of the algorithm is to train models
separately to find approximate representations for each individual appliance in the form of X = BA, where
B is the set of basis functions, also called a dictionary, and A is a sparse activations matrix. Therefore,
the objective function of the method is minA 12 ||X − BA||2F + λ||A||1 subject to A,B ≥ 0 The training
phase will learn the dictionary Bi for each appliance (i = 1...n) from the individual appliance signal Xi by
solving the equation minAi 12 ||Xi−BiAi||2F + λ||Ai||1 for Ai and Bi sequentially. Then the disaggregation
will solve for A using the aggregated signal X[18, 19, 39, 40].
One method to decompose the aggregated signal into a sparse combination of dictionary elements is
non-negative sparse coding [41]. When this approach was utilized for solving the NILM problem, many
improvements to the method emerged. Kolter et al. [18] proposed to discriminatively optimize basis
functions in order to minimize disaggregation error. Elhamifar and Sastry [19] incorporated additional
priors such as device sparsity, knowledge of cooperating devices and temporal smoothness, and Singh et
al. [20] extended the approach to multiple layers of dictionary learning for each device.
This method is potentially suited for low-sampling rate datasets as demonstrated in [18] an attempt to
disaggregate meter readings at 1h interval. For the current study, the DDSC algorithm was implemented
in Python [42] based on the representation in [18, 39].
2.2.2 Test datasets
Instead of testing on a single dataset as it is usually done in the literature, we propose a broader experiment
by testing on several datasets. The underlying objective is to get a confidence interval on each of the selected
performance metrics. Our requirements for the datasets are the following:
• Each dataset must consist of households with information about consumption at the appliance level.
• Each households must be located in Europe as time-of-use survey [32] was collected in Europe
• There must be a sufficient description of the characteristics of each inhabitant
In order to emulate data acquired from smart meters (considered here as average power over a particular
time interval), all datasets were down-sampled to a 15-min sampling rate, keeping the real power only. The
resulting power signal is hence the average real power over each 15-min time interval. To be consistent
for the disaggregation, the power signals of the appliances were aggregated according to the categories
presented above to create the reference ground truth. The reference whole-house power measurement is
defined as the sum of the sub-measurements in order to ensure energy conservation. This implies that the
noise is not considered due to the fact that averaging of the power measurement on a 15-min time window
should minimize its influence. Additionally, as DUE algorithm disaggregates the whole house energy
consumption, the noise should be included in one of the categories, most likely, the standby. Moreover,
the metadata of the datasets were used to complete the household information requirements as briefly
described in table 1. The detail of the households information can be found in the appendix D, table 8;
the appliance list is described in table 9.
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Three publicly available datasets were selected: eco[43], smartenergy.kom[44] and uk-dale[45].
The following section will briefly present these datasets.
The ECO dataset [43, 46], made by ETH Zurich, was collected during a period of eight months (from
the beginning of July 2012 to the end of January 2013) from six households in Switzerland. Registered
measurements represent a new level of detail, comprising the voltage, current and phase shift between
voltage and current readings for each of the three phases. This makes the dataset useful for algorithms
that require both active and reactive power. The sampling rate of 1 Hz distinguishes this dataset from
others in the field together with the information provided about the occupancy of the households. For this
study, we used House n°2 from June 1st to October 30th, 2012.
SMARTENERGY.KOM dataset [47] was developed to propose energy-savings recommendations
based on detecting the activities performed by the user. The collection of energy consumption data by
appliance is complemented by the measurement of motion (i.e. occupancy), temperature and brightness
in the environment. The dataset accounts for more than 42 million data points for two households and it
is the first dataset to combine power and environmental sensors’ measurements with user feedback [44].
The data from Apartment n°1 was collected for 82 days, while Apartment n° 2 participated in the ex-
periment for 60 days. For both of the deployments, there are nine respective activities that should be
recognized such as sleeping, watching TV, eating, ironing, reading, etc. For the following, we used the
Apartment n°1 from March 5th to June 25th, 2013.
UK-DALE, an open-access dataset for NILM research, is the first out of the UK with a high temporal
resolution. To the best of our knowledge, this public dataset covers the longest period in Europe, from
December 2012 to April 2017 for the latest release [48].
The dataset records the active power demand from appliances as well as the whole-house apparent power
for the five households that participated in the data collection. The sampling rate for both the main power
and for the power of individual appliances is six seconds. Distinct from other public datasets for load
disaggregation, uk-dale contains metadata as well. These additional data files include information such
as the type of ownership, the number of inhabitants, inhabitants’ characteristics, the heating type and
any energy improvements made to the house. This information was fed into the proposed algorithm to
complete the households’ characteristics. uk-dale is included in the NILMTK [48, 25] framework. For
the purpose of testing, we used the House n°1 during the period from April 2014 to April 2015. We chose
this house because it was the most documented one and because a large share of appliances’ consumption
data is available.
2.2.3 Metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, it is necessary to define appropriate metrics
that are consistent with the ultimate goal of this work. Typical performance metrics are based on event
detection and come from classification algorithms literature [10]. The accuracy is defined as the ability of
the algorithm to detect whether an appliance is on or off (see equation 4).
Acc = Correct matchesTotal possible matches (4)
This metric is not appropriate, however, for appliances that are in one state most of the time (like a
TV is mostly off). In order to correct this, researchers often use the F measure [10] defined in equation 7.
Precision = TPTP + FP (5)
Recall = TPTP + FN (6)
F = 2× Precision× RecallPrecision + Recall (7)
where TP = True Positive, FP = False Positive and FN = False Negative.
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Recent attempts to have common performance metrics are based on similar metrics. Beckel [43] used
the root mean square error of the mth appliance signal as defined in equation 8.
RMSEm =
√
1
T
∑
t
(
Pˆ tm − P tm
)2 (8)
With this last metric the comparison between appliances having a high difference in power consumption
(i.e a stove and an internet box) is problematic. For this reason, a derivation of the root mean squared
error called the Normalized Disaggregation Error (NDEm) [49, 50, 51] defined in equation 9, normalizes
the squared error of a single appliance by the total energy of the signal. Very similarly, Parson [52] and
Beckel [43] used a Normalized Error in the total Energy Assigned (NEEAm) as defined in equation 10.
Normalized Disaggregation Error: NDEm =
∑
t
(
Pˆ tm − P tm
)2∑
t
(P tm)2
(9)
Normalized Error in the total Energy Assigned: NEEAm =
∑
t
|Pˆ tm − P tm|∑
t
P tm
(10)
Makonin et al. in [53] used an Estimation Accuracy (EstAcc), derived from [36] and [54], of the
appliance power signal or across all appliances as in equation 11 and 12 respectively.
EstAccm = 1−
∑
t
|Pˆ tm − P tm|
2 ·∑
t
P tm
(11)
EstAcc = 1−
∑
t
∑
m
|Pˆ tm − P tm|
2 ·∑
t
∑
m
P tm
(12)
In this paper, we choose the Estimation Accuracy as a reference metric to compare the disaggregation
performance, since it is a popular metric in recent literature. The use of the root mean squared error would
not be appropriate because it is not possible to use it for multiple appliance comparison for the reason
explained above. Finally, the original benchmark performed with the normalized disaggregation error has
shown similar trend as what will be discussed in the following section. So this metric was given away for
clarity reason. In addition, because the aim of our methodology is to infer the energy share by category
of appliances, the Energy Share Error per category is defined in equation 13.
Energy Share Error: ESEm =
∑
t
Pˆ tm∑
t
∑
m
Pˆ tm
−
∑
t
P tm∑
t
∑
m
P tm
(13)
Note that in the following, the index m corresponds to an appliance category as defined in table 3.
3 Results and discussion
We compared the performance of our proposed method against the four common algorithms of the NILM
literature presented above. Testing was performed using three datasets in order to evaluate the spread in
performance of all algorithms. As described in section 2.2.3, relevant metrics in the context of flexibility
estimation are the Energy Share Error per category and the Estimation Accuracy. Additionally, the
execution times for training and testing were also compared.
Each test was conducted by dividing the dataset into a training period and a testing period. The length of
the training period is approximately two times the length of the testing period. As our proposed algorithm
does not require any training, it was tested on the testing period only. The duration of the training and
testing periods for different datasets is reported in the following table:
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Table 4: Testing and training periods for the three datasets
Training period Testing period
from to days from to days
ECO 2012-06-01 2012-09-30 121 2012-10-01 2012-10-30 29
SMARTENERGY.KOM 2013-03-05 2013-05-19 75 2013-05-19 2013-06-25 37
UK-DALE 2014-04-01 2015-04-01 365 2015-04-01 2015-07-01 91
3.1 Performance metrics
The two performance metrics chosen to compare the algorithms are the Energy Share Error and the Esti-
mation Accuracy. These metrics are reported in this section and analyzed with respect to their relevance.
The energy share by category is defined as in equation 14:
Sˆm =
∑
t
Pˆ tm∑
t
∑
m
Pˆ tm
(14)
The Energy Share Error for each category, as defined in equation 13, are reported in table 5. ”NA”
means that this category was not measured in the respective dataset. In the GSP columns, all values
corresponding to the uk-dale dataset are NAs because this algorithm was not run on this dataset. Indeed,
the complexity of the GSP algorithm increases non-linearly with the length of training and testing periods,
therefore it is more appropriate for small training periods as shown in [28]. Although various strategies have
been tested, we have not been able to find a satisfying implementation of the GSP algorithm that would
allow performing disaggregation on a large dataset. A comparison of the performance for each dataset with
respect to this metric is shown in figure 5. A positive error means an overestimation of the energy share.
The Energy Share Error is highly dependent on both the dataset and the observed categories. Surprisingly,
the Energy Share Error is especially high for the ICT category in the smartenergy.kom dataset. This
may be due to the unusually high share of energy consumed by this category (about 40%, whereas it is
below 20 % in the other two datasets). The estimation of light consumption is too high for the DUE
algorithm for the eco and smartenergy.kom datasets. One has to consider that the datasets are often
incomplete, i.e., they do not represent the whole and real power consumption of a house. Authors of such
datasets actually choose the appliances to be monitored depending on their capabilities while neglecting
the appliances that are too difficult or impossible to monitor. This is also the reason why no Housekeeping
is present in the smartenergy.kom dataset. As the DUE algorithm is based on surveys and statistics, it
always assumes that all categories are present in the house, thus explaining these differences.
Table 5: Energy Share Error per category (in %) (ECO, SMARTENERGY.KOM, UK-DALE)
CO FHMM DUE DDSC GSP
Cooking ( 17, 7, 7) (1 , -2, 0) ( 2 , 6, -1) ( 2, -5, -6) ( 1, -2 , NA)
Entertainment (-25, -4, 2) (-15 , 6, 2) (-20 , 11, 17) (-12, -2, 4) ( 9, -6, NA)
Fridge ( -9, -9, -1) ( -4, -8, 0) ( 2, 12, 2) ( 3, -8, 3) ( -1, 2, NA)
Heating ( NA, 7, -5) ( NA, 2, 1) ( NA, -2,-12) ( NA, 27, 4) ( NA, -2, NA)
Housekeeping ( 4, NA, -2) ( 1, NA, 1) (-12, NA,-17) ( -9, NA,-17) ( -5, NA, NA)
ICT ( 6,-19, -4) ( 5, -2, -2) ( 6,-35, -5) ( 19,-29, 1) ( -4, 0, NA)
Light ( 7, 14, -3) ( 13, 3, -7) ( 22, 6, -4) ( -3, 4, -2) ( -4, 0, NA)
Standby ( NA, 3, 6) ( NA, 0, 40) ( NA, 1, 20) ( NA, 13, 12) ( NA, -1, NA)
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Figure 5: Energy share and error.
The global uncertainty (here defined as the error on the energy share) is in the range of 20% for all
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algorithms except the DUE as depicted in figure 6. The uncertainty is lower on average for the supervised
algorithms, especially for the FHMM. The good performance of the GSP algorithm has to be counter-
balanced by the fact that this algorithm has not been tested on the uk-dale dataset. Taking into account
that not all categories were present in each of the two other datasets, only a few data points were extracted
to present these metrics.
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Figure 6: Energy share uncertainties across all dataset.
The Energy Share Error per category is a global metric that does not take into account the temporal
accuracy. To focus on this aspect, the Estimation Accuracy is more appropriate. The Normalized Dis-
aggregation Error could serve as an equivalent metric, however, the Estimation Accuracy metric is more
commonly seen in the recent literature, explaining its usage in the present benchmark. Moreover, the
following outcomes would have been similar if the Normalized Disaggregation Error had been used.
The Estimation Accuracy for each category are reported in table 6. Figure 7 shows this metric per
category for each dataset and algorithm. Negative values indicate a poor disaggregation result, occuring
when the sum of the absolute errors is greater than two times the energy of the signal. The y-axis has
been intentionally cropped between -2 and 1 for the sake of comparison across datasets. All algorithms
experienced negative values for this metric but not always on the same categories. Looking specifically
at categories that seem easier to disaggregate (all Estimation Accuracy are greater than zero), the DUE
algorithm performs averagely as well as the other algorithms. Taking into account that the DUE algorithm
relies only on statistical information to infer the power signal of each category, the temporal accuracy,
especially for categories linked to short-duration activities like ICT and Entertainment are difficult to catch
in unsupervised way. Some extreme negative values are difficult to explain (for instance, the disaggregation
of cooking in the eco by the CO algorithm). As regards with the Standby category, the poor performance
of the DUE algorithm can be explained by the fact that DUE considers standby as a constant load, while
in the ground truth it is not constant and considered as any other appliance by the other algorithms.
Table 6: Estimation Accuracy per category (%) (ECO, SMARTENERGY.KOM, UK-DALE)
CO FHMM DUE DDSC GSP
Cooking (-195, 29, 8) (38, 79, 55) (-37, 28, 16) (-37, 30, 36) (-18, 60, NA)
Entertainment (58, 42, 20) (66, 55, 40) (62, 2, -59) (52, 46, 6) (75, 52, NA)
Fridge (64, 51, 46) (67, 73, 73) (62, 36, 42) (48, 42, 35) (59, 58, NA)
Heating (NA, -108, 59) (NA, 31, 70) (NA, 50, 49) (NA, -537, 46) (NA, 51, NA)
Housekeeping (39, NA, 44) (80, NA, 63) (50, NA, 47) (38, NA, 42) (45, NA, NA)
ICT (-13, 63, 56) (-3, 85, 76) (-37, 52, 43) (-128, 48, 46) (39, 78, NA)
Light (36, -77, 44) (12, 3, 52) (-10, -22, 25) (42, -15, 31) (61, 25, NA)
Standby (NA, 25, -34) (NA, 64, 28) (NA, 23, -190) (NA, -54, -98) (NA, 45, NA)
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Figure 7: Estimation Accuracy.
One has to remember that forecasting a constant zero power signal leads to an Estimation Accuracy of
0.5. This is typically achieved by the DUE algorithm for the Heating category on the smartenergy.kom.
This is the drawback of this metric. It is easy to interpret a value close to one as a good performance, but
it is hard to interpret the quality of an algorithm that produces an Estimation Accuracy close to zero or
even negative.
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To summarize, careful analysis of the Energy Share Error and the Estimation Accuracy shows that
the DUE algorithm performs similarly to other algorithms although its temporal accuracy suffers from
the statistical approach. As the goal of this algorithm is to be used by a utility on a large number of
households, it must have an acceptable computational cost in addition to a reasonable accuracy. The
following section aims at comparing the algorithms taking into into account these considerations.
3.2 Execution time
The execution time is reported in table 7. As expected, execution time scales with the length of the dataset
(in terms of both training and testing periods). The CO algorithm, which has the lowest complexity, is
always the fastest to execute, as also reported by Manivannan et al.[55]. One should keep in mind that
the GSP algorithm was not tested on the uk-dale dataset due to the algorithm’s characteristics. Namely,
GSP performs training and disaggregation in a single step (for each category of appliances) by constructing
a graph and solving the optimization problem (as described in section 2.2.1). This step requires a lot of
computational effort, hence the execution time becomes too long compared to other algorithms. For short
datasets, the DUE algorithm has an execution time comparable to those from FHMM and DDSC. However,
these algorithms scale badly with the length of the dataset (or require advanced parallelization techniques,
which were not implemented here). Due to its sequential nature, the execution time of the DUE algorithm
increases linearly with the length of the dataset.
Table 7: Execution time.
ECO SMARTENERGY.KOM UK-DALE
training testing training testing training testing
121 days 29 days 75 days 37 days 365 days 91 days
CO 2s <1s <1s <1s <1s 9s
FHMM 17s 7s 13s 88s 58s 1h
DUE 59s 45s 6min
DDSC 42s <1s 19s <1s 5min 6s
GSP 9h 4h NA
Figure 8 depicts the global Estimation Accuracy (defined in equation 12 from section 2) as a function
of the total execution time, i.e the sum of the testing time and training time if any. Clearly, FHMM is
the best compromise as the gain in accuracy according to this metric is significant although the execution
time is one order of magnitude greater than the DUE for the longest dataset (uk-dale).
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Figure 8: Estimation Accuracy versus execution time.
3.3 Discussion
These results confirm the fact that supervised algorithms perform better than unsupervised algorithms.
Although the disaggregation uncertainty is generally higher for the DUE than for the best supervised
algorithm, it falls within the same range. The Estimation Accuracy is used to assess both the magnitude
and temporal accuracy of the algorithm on the dataset and shows that DUE performs averagely with
respect to other algorithms. For large scale disaggregation of households’ energy consumption, it is not
always possible to monitor all households at the appliance level as it was done in [56]. Similarly, there is not
always a set of reference houses with power consumption data at the appliance level (as in [9]), on which
training can be achieved before performing disaggregation of whole-house power consumption. In the case
where the only available information is the households’ characteristics and smart meter measurements, the
DUE algorithm is able to disaggregate the energy consumption with an uncertainty range comparable to
supervised NILM algorithms and does not suffer from computational limitations.
Future investigations should focus on the sensitivity of the DUE algorithm with respect to household
characteristics. A probable source of uncertainty is that some households’ information is not known pre-
cisely from the dataset metadata. Therefore, this information was deduced, assumed or extrapolated. As
the algorithm relies on a statistical approach, it does not require exact information to perform disaggrega-
tion. However, no dedicated study has yet been conducted to determine to which extend this information
has to be exact and reliable in order to extract the best performance. Indeed, it appears from the literature
that very few studies include non-electrical based input features to increase disaggregation accuracy (see
table 1). Only [9] included households data to aid the disaggregation process. Future research should
investigate the relationship between disaggregation accuracy, variety of the input features and sampling
rates. The proposed input features of the algorithm are very common to most social studies and could be
easily acquired in any context. However, if more features are added to the model such as exact occupants’
timetables, the question of data accessibility and privacy will arise.
As the whole-house power signal is assumed to be the sum of each category’s sub-signal, the resulting
synthetic power measurement does not correspond exactly to the real whole-house power measurement.
Indeed, each dataset covers a certain number of individual appliances, which were grouped to form the
categories. For uk-dale, about 20 appliances were monitored, while for two other datasets this number is
approximate to 10. In all cases, this is not representative of a full coverage of the electric power consumption
of a house. As a result, this might lead to some error in the DUE. By design, it assumes that the input
power measurement, as the whole-house power consumption, is representative of the full household energy
activities. Hence providing partial electrical power information of the household activities might have a
significant impact on the performance of the algorithm. However, it is very difficult to evaluate this claim,
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as to our knowledge, currently no dataset has a full coverage of all appliances used by a household over a
period of several weeks.
4 Conclusion
A new hybrid method for non-intrusive appliance load monitoring is proposed. The device usage estimation
method is based on the generation of an activity chain using a Markov model while adapting the transition
probability by restricting possible activities according to the power budget for the next time-step. The
approach is hybrid by its nature, being a mix between a load simulation tool and a disaggregation algorithm.
This feature makes it possible to disaggregate whole-house power measurement at a very low sampling rate.
The proposed algorithm was tested using three different datasets down-sampled at a 15-min time resolution
and benchmarked against four state-of-the-art non-intrusive load monitoring algorithms: the factorial
hidden Markov model, combinatorial optimization, discriminative disaggregation via sparse coding, and
graph signal processing. The results show better performance on average for the state-of-the-art algorithms
as all of them are supervised and were trained on each dataset before being tested. Emphasizing that our
device usage estimation method is unsupervised, its prediction uncertainties normally remain under 20%.
The advantages of the proposed algorithm include the absence of a training requirement and its low demand
for computational power compared to the state-of-the-art non-intrusive load monitoring algorithms. This
method is hence a novel unsupervised disaggregation method suitable for very low sampling rates.
A research application is to use this method for household demand-side management potential esti-
mation. The approach would be to disaggregate the power measurements of a pool of households into
categories, then classify the categories according to their demand-side management potential. An indus-
trial application could the use by a distribution system operator to provide feedback and advice to its
customers while saving the cost of installing additional devices. As most of the device usage estimation
input data are associated with the household typology, this information could be easily deduced from the
building type itself, further simplifying the use of the DUE algorithm for utilities. The only requirement is
an adapted smart-metering infrastructure. Future work should include consideration of adding more cate-
gories and optimizing the method in order to replace the sequential approach by an integrated optimization
method.
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Appendix
A "Pre-treatment" procedure
The pre-treatment procedure consists of filtering out the standby consumption and the fridge consumption
(as shown in figure 2). Retrieving the standby power from the aggregated load curve is straightforward.
The minimum value of the load for the current day is considered to be the standby consumption. This
value is then subtracted from the aggregated power signal as shown in figure 9.
Start
L=Household  
load curve for  
the day 
 Standby = min(L)
 L = L − Standby
End
Figure 9: Standby filtering.
Filtering out the fridge consumption pattern involves a few more steps. The main workflow is repre-
sented in figure 10. On the first call (i.e. for the first considered day), a filter is applied to extract all nights
of the dataset (not only the first night). Night starts at 02h30 and ends at 05h00. The resulting samples
are further clustered based on the mean power consumption (using simply the Matlab hist command).
The mean power of the largest cluster is then considered to be the mean power consumption of the fridge
during the night. At the end of this procedure, the actual fridge nominal power is estimated and saved in
the household inventory according to the following expression:
Pfridge New = Pfridge Old · fridge mean power
Pfridge Old · β2 (15)
where Pfridge Old is the default nominal fridge power and β2 is the duty cycle of the fridge during the night.
Both are reported in table 3.
Finally the fridge cycle is adjusted by minimizing, for the cycle start time and the cycle length, the
sum of the squared error between the measured power signal at night (Lnight) and the simulated power
signal (Lfridge).
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Start
End
L=Household  
load curve 
 L = L − Lf ridge
 Generate a load curve
with fridge cycle 
=Lf ridge
Adjust fridge cycle start to
match current night load curve 
If first time called
 Filter L to keep only night consumption
(between 2h30 -> 5h00) and keep the most
usual ones 
=Lnight
 f ridgeMeanPower = mean(Lnight)
Update fridge nominal power in
the household properties  
Yes
No
Figure 10: Fridge filtering flow chart.
B Random activity chain
The generation of an activity chain is performed by generating random integers where each integer value
corresponds to the activity state xt ∈ S. The probability distribution is given either by the transition
matrix A or by the initial probability distribution pi. Similarly, the activation duration is generated using
a discrete probability distribution. The sequence for generating the activity chain is depicted in figure 11.
The algorithm to generate a random integer from a given discrete probability distribution f(n), n =
1...N (corresponding to one column of A) is the following:
xrand = find first n such that
(
 ≤ F (n)∑N
i=1 f(i)
)
(16)
with F (n) being the cumulative probability distribution i.e. F (n) =
∑n
i=1 f(i), and  a pseudo uniformly
distributed random number ( ∈ ]0, 1[) from the Matlab rand() command.
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Start
End
Initialize initial state 
 as random state
from the emission
matrix
x(1)
t = 1
Set activity duration  according
to the duration probability
distribution
d(t)
t = min(t + d(t),TendDay)
Set activity state 
as a random state
using the transition
matrix
x(t)
t < TendDay
Set  x vector with
constant time-step
yes
Figure 11: Generation of random activity.
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C "Recognize load profile" step
This section aims at providing some details about the subprocess of the "Recognize load profile" step
depicted in figure 4.
At the start of the process, the aggregated load curve and activity chain for the considered person
are the two main input arguments. Each subprocess also includes a device state vector that is not always
explicitly mentioned for clarity. This state vector prevents the use of the same appliance by two people
at the same time and hence an overestimation of the consumption of this category. Additionally when
several of the same appliances are in the house, the state vector is useful to take into account the fact that
a similar appliance might be already in use when simulating a new device power signal.
"Recognize Heating". The current version does not consider yet central electrical heating. Only
a hairdryer is explicitly extracted. One reason is that the datasets of interest do not contain electrical
heating systems.
L=household load curve 
x=activity state chain
Find  such that [ , ]t0w t1w x([ , ]) = showert0w t1w
− >= 5mint1w t
0
w No
NoL(t)dt > ∗ 60s ∗ 2∫
t1
w
t0
w
Phairdryer
= 0Lhairdryer([ , ]) =Lhairdryer t
0
w t
1
w Phairdryer
End
L = L − Lhairdryer
Figure 12: Recognize Heating subprocess.
The first step consists of detecting a period [t0wt1w] where the activity corresponds to Shower , then
check that the duration of this activity is at least 5 min. The core of this process, depicted in figure 12,
is to check that there is enough energy consumed between t0w and t1w for the hairdryer to run. Finally the
corresponding power signal Lhairdryer is generated and subtracted from the aggregated load curve L.
"Add Lighting". As light is not strictly related to activity but rather to occupancy, this step occurs
at the beginning of the "recognize load profile" process.
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L=household load curve 
x=activity state chain
Find  such that 
 
 
tlight
<tlight tsunrise
&
>tlight tsunset
 
where  takes value 1 for the first person (p=1) then takes value
0.25 for the next person (p>1)
( ) = {LLight tlight
δ(p)Plight
0
if
if
x( ) = activetlight
x( ) = rest or outtlight
δ(p)
End
L = L − LLight
Figure 13: Add Lighting subprocess.
As the first condition (in figure 13), lighting is assumed to be on only before sunrise and after sunset.
tsunrise and tsunset are calculated for each day using an approximate equation of time. Lighting is assumed
to be on only for active people. When people are resting or out of the house, lighting is off. These "no-light"
activities are (with respect to table 2), Sleep,Outdoor and Work. In order to avoid overestimating light
consumption, a damping variable δ(p) is introduced. It takes the value of 1 if p = 1 (first person) then
0.25 for each additional person.
"Recognize Cooking". As shown in the figure 14, the first step is to detect periods corresponding to
the possible activities for this category. The cooking-related activities are: Cook and Eat. Then, a loop on
all possible appliances (see table 2) is performed. At each iteration, a random appliance usage duration
D is selected according to the mean appliance usage duration (reported in table 3). If the length of the
activity period is long enough and the power budget is satisfied (condition max(L([t0, t0 +D(d)]) ≤ P (d),
with P (d) the nominal power of the appliance d), the power signal for the selected appliance is generated.
A Boolean value γ ∈ [0, 1] sets the power signal to 0 with probability 1 − βi, i = 1..3 according to three
different conditions. These conditions correspond to the actual probability of usage of each particular
appliance. In this case it is the probability of usage during breakfast, lunch and dinner time. This is also
reported in table 3 under footnote 1.
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L=household load curve 
x=activity state chain
Find  such that [ , ]t0 t1
x([ ]) = cookingt0t1
 
 where   is a random binary  variable such that 
  
 
 
and  is the nominal power of the appliance 
([ , +D(d)]) = {Ld t0 t0
P(d)γ
0
if
otherwise
max(L([ , +D(d)])) ≤ P(d)t0 t0
γ = [0, 1]
p(γ = 1) =
⎧
⎩
⎨
⎪
⎪
β1
β2
β3
if
if
if
< 10h30t0
10h30 ≤ < 15h00t0
≥ 15h00t0
P(d) d
 
 
 
d = 1
= 0Lcooking
 
 
= +Lcooking Lcooking Ld
L = L − Ld
d = d + 1
d >= NcookingDevice
End
Set device duration 
 
with  a random
number
D(d) = τ(d) ∗ 2 ∗ ϵ
ϵ ∈]0, 1[
No
− ≥ D(d)t1 t0No
Yes
Figure 14: Recognize Cooking subprocess.
The final step consists of subtracting the generated appliance power signal Ld from the aggregated
load curve L.
"Recognize Housekeeping". First, the activity period is extracted as previously and a loop on all
appliances that might be used by the Housekeeping activities is performed. These activities are (according
to table 2) Clean, Wash dishes and Laundry. The compatibility between the activity duration and the
appliance duration is checked before generating the appliance power signal Ld. Here again the power
budget is checked by comparing the appliance nominal power P (d) with the maximum power of the load
L. The activation Boolean variable γ is used to take into account the probability of usage of each individual
appliance. In the general case, probability β1 and β2 corresponds to the probability of using the appliance
if it is the first time the appliance is used or if it was already used during the current day. In the case of
the tumble dryer, it can be used only right after the washing machine with probability β1 and only once
a day (β2=0). The corresponding conditions are given in footnote 9 of table 3.
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L=household load curve 
x=activity state chain
 
 where   is a random binary  variable such that 
  
 
 
and  is the nominal power of the appliance 
([ , + D(d)]) = {Ld t0 t0
P(d)γ
0
if
otherwise
max(L([ , + D(d)])) ≤ P(d)t0 t0
γ = [0, 1]
p(γ = 1) = {
β1
β2
if
if
first time used in the day
second time used in the day
P(d) d
 
 
d = 1
= 0Lhkg
 = +Lhkg Lhkg Ld
d = d + 1
d >= NhousekeepingDevice
L = L − Lhkg
End
Yes
Find  such that [ , ]t0 t1
x([ ]) = housekeepingActivitiest0t1
Set device duration 
 
with  a random
number
D(d) = τ(d) ∗ 2 ∗ ϵ
ϵ ∈ [0, 1]
− ≥ D(d)t1 t0
Yes
No
Figure 15: Recognize Housekeeping subprocess.
"Add Entertainment". As entertainment appliances, which are defined in the table 2, can be used
simultaneously with almost any other activity, some specific adaptation has been made in this subprocess
(see figure 16). The probability of usage of a particular appliance is defined according to the condition
of whether the activity is specifically to use this appliance. For instance considering TV, if the activity
is explicitly Watch TV, the usage probability β1 is equal to 0.9. This probability is not 1 because this
activity could be achieved on other appliances such as a laptop or smartphone. However, if the current
activity is Clean, the TV can be on in the background with probability β2 = 0.1. Moreover, a state vector
Γ tracks the on/off state of each appliance. If more than one appliance of the same appliance is in the
household inventory and the first appliance is already on (Γ([t0, t0+D(d)], d) = 1), the probability of usage
of the next appliance is β3. Finally, a particular condition is formulated for households that do not own a
TV. The activity Watch TV can still occur but the TV can be replaced by a PC or laptop with a specific
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probability of usage (see table 3, footnote 4). At the end of the iteration, the state vector Γ is updated
with the activation variable γ.
=household load curve 
=activity state chain 
 = state vector (on/off) for each appliance
L
x
Γ
 
 where   is a random binary  variable such that 
  
 
 
and  is the nominal power of appliance 
([[ , + D(d)]) = {Ld t0 t0
P(d)γ
0
if
otherwise
max(L([ , + D(d)])) ≤ P(d)t0 t0
γ = [0, 1]
p(γ = 1) =
⎧
⎩
⎨
⎪
⎪
β1
β2
β3
if
if
if
x([ , + D(d)]) = Use appliance dt0 t0
x([ , + D(d)]) ≠ Use appliance dt0 t0
Γ([ , + D(d)],d) = 1t0 t0
P(d) d
 
 
d = 1
= 0Lent
 
 
= +Lent Lent Ld
Γ([ , + D(d)],d) = γt0 t0
d = d + 1
d >= NEntertainmentDevice
L = L − Lent
End
Yes
Find  such that [ , ]t0 t1
x([ ]) = EntertainmentActivitiest0t1
Set appliance duration 
 
with  a random
number
D(d) = τ(d) ∗ 2 ∗ ϵ
ϵ ∈ [0, 1]
− ≥ D(d)t1 t0
Yes
No
No
Figure 16: Add Entertainment subprocess.
"Add ICT". The subprocess to add ICT, as seen in figure 17, is similar to the previous subprocess with
one major exception. The probability of usage depends on either the state Γ of the computer appliances
(PC and laptop) or whether the activity is Work or Homework.
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L=household load curve 
x=activity state chain 
 = state vector (on/off) for computer appliancesΓ
 
 where   is a random binary  variable such that 
  
 
 
and  is the nominal power of the appliance 
([[ , +D(d)]) = {Ld t0 t0
P(d)γ
0
if
otherwise
max(L([ , +D(d)])) ≤ P(d)t0 t0
γ = [0, 1]
p(γ = 1) = {
β1
β2
if
if
Γ([ , +D(d)],d) = 1t0 t0
x([ , +D(d)]) = [Work,HomeWork]t0 t0
P(d) d
 
 
d = 1
= 0LICT
 = +LICT LICT Ld
d = d + 1
d >= NICTDevice
L = L − LICT
End
Find  such that [ , ]t0 t1
x([ ]) = ICTActivitiest0t1
Set device duration 
 
with  a random
number
D(d) = τ(d) ∗ 2 ∗ ϵ
ϵ ∈ [0, 1]
− ≥ D(d)t1 t0
Yes
No
No
Figure 17: Add ICT subprocess.
D Household information
The household information is the input of the algorithm. It can be classified into three different categories
by order of importance. First is the household composition, namely the total number of people, the number
of children below 10 years old, and the number of teenagers. Second is the employment state. Third is
the age group of each person, which can actually be deduced from the first categories. Fourth is optional
but useful: information about household habits. Any information in this category modifies slightly either
the activity probability, or the device usage probability as described in the table note of table 3. Finally,
any house information can be used. In this implementation of the methodology, any electrical heating for
space or hot water is not considered. Hence it is assumed that no household owns any such device. The
household information for each dataset is summarized in table 8.
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In addition, an appliance list has to be provided for each household. The number of appliances owned
by each household of the test dataset is summarized in table 9. Although this information can be assumed,
in the context of this paper, it has been reported as closely as possible to the appliance list provided by
the metadata of each dataset.
Table 8: Household information, assumed or retrieved from dataset metadata.
ECO SMARTENERGY.KOM UK-DALE
Household composition
Total number of people 2 1 4
number of children (<10 y.o) 0 0 0
number of teenagers 0 0 2
Employment state
Person 1 full-time full-time full-time
Person 2 full-time full-time
Person 3 student
Person 4 student
Age
Person 1 senior active senior active senior active
Person 2 senior active senior active
Person 3 teenager
Person 4 teenager
Houshold habits
Usage of the washing machine per week 0 1 1
Usage of the tumble dryer per week 0 0 0
Usage of the dishwasher per week 0 0 4
Usage of the computer normal normal occasional
Usage of the TV occasional occasional occasional
Usage of the stereo high normal high
Usage of gaming console high normal high
# lunch at home per week 7 7 7
# dinner at home per week 7 7 7
House information
Electrical heating No No No
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Table 9: Number of appliances owned for each household.
ECO SMARTENERGY.KOM UK-DALE
coffee maker 1 1 1
microwave 0 0 1
kettle 1 1 1
oven 1 1 1
stove 1 1 1
TV 1 1 1
PC 1 1 1
tablet 0 0 0
stereo 1 1 1
DVD 0 1 1
gaming console 1 1 0
TV box 0 0 1
laptop 0 0 0
fridge (with Freezer) 1 0 1
freezer 0 1 0
fridge(without freezer) 0 0 0
hairdryer 0 0 1
boiler 0 0 0
heat-pump 0 0 0
washing machine 0 0 1
tumble dryer 0 0 0
dishwasher 0 0 1
vacuum 0 0 1
printer 1 1 1
lighting 1 1 1
modem 1 1 1
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